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In the context of the recent glitch in the CAT,the writer describes how online
exams can be administered without a hitch.
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1
- have headed a team that has delivered

1 overa millioncomputer-basedexams
; in India over the past few years.
J Through this experience, we have
learnt a few things about delivering online
~xams which I describe below.
1 Onlineexamsarea'greatexampleoftech-
nology and trained people coming together
to deliver a great experience to candidates.
i\nd these exams are as much about trained
people as they are about technology.
J The technologyfor a computer-basedex-
am consists of an examination software ap-
plication installed on a server. The
~xamination software platform has back-of-
~ce and front-office modules. The back-of-
fice modules manage hall tickets/attendance I
sheet creation, question paper generation/ .,
distribution and report publishing - proc-
esses where there is no face-to-face interac-
~on contact with the candidate. The
front-office modules manage processes
where there is face-to-face interaction with
the candidate.

~ACK-OFFICE MODULES
~he back-office modules of the examination
software application reside in a single loca-
tion and are run off a few servers in a highly-
controlled environment. A small number of
people manage the back-office and it is easy
to ensure complete compliance with proc-
esses. Ensuring that the back-office tech-
nology is up and' running, switching to
failovers in case of a problem and ensuring
~at data on the back-office modules is se-
I:ure is simple. But the front-office modules
of the application present an array of chal-
'lengesowing to the fact that they have to run
bn thousands of PCs across hundreds of ex-
am centres. The front-office technology con-
~ists of checking-in candidates and
presenting examinations to candidates.
, Checking-in candidates in an examination
happening at a 100 exam centres across the
'country would mean each check-in desk
~puld be required to check-in about 50 can-
didates (assuming 5,000 candidates are tak-
ing an exam at one time.). And all 5,000
candidates have to be checked-in in an hour
'(since candidates would report an hour be-
fare the exam). This is similar to checking-in
passengers at an airport across a 100 check-
in desks. The difference is that every pas-
senger's biometric and photograph has to be
'recorded at check-in desks spread across
~ifferent exam centres.
I The challenges in daing this is that check-
in desks have to be fast since examinations at
tlifferent centres cannot start at different
times and all check-in desks have to com-
plete checking-in all the candidates in time.
, Owingto this, the check-in technology has
tOlwork fast - quickly capture a candidate's
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biometric and photo, check details and ad-
mit the candidate. In addition, the check-in
technology has to have a built-in database,
OS and hardware redundancy which means
the technology has to be deployed on two
different servers and the check-in data on
the server has to be automatically copied to
the other server. In case one server fails, the
back-up server is used to do the check-in.

PRESENTINGEXAMS
Presenting examinations to candidates is the
most important part of an examination. This
is where the rubber hits the road. As a first
step, the user interface design needs to be
discussed, debated, tried out, modified, tried
aut again and then finalised. Every little
thing on the computer screen matters. It has
to be debated whether a button should be
named "End Test" or "Quit"; whether the
"End Test" buttan shauld come up only
when the candidate is on the last quest~on;
whether navigation buttons that allaw the
candidate tb mave to'any question should be
on the left hand side ar at the bottam af the
screen; the fant size af the questions that
come up; the area where images are shawn;
will candidates require to' horizontally
scroll; or will they have to vertically scrolL
The next step is to'put the user interface on a
Web site and have candidates try it out and
pravide feedback. The feedback needs to be
incarporated intO'the final release. The idea
is to give every candidate an apportunity to

try out the user interface several times be-
fore the actual exam. This is,the only way
"fairness" can be achieved. The third step is
ensure that the exam presentation technol-
agy has extraordinary "exam resume" capa- '
bilities. This would mean that the
technolagy should allaw resuming the exam
fram any point. And the technology has to be
stress-tested far several power cuts in a
shart time span (a situation unique to India);
pulling out a network cable; a keyboard not
responding; the OShanging; and sa an.

The exam presentation technology has to
assume that exams will be interrupted. It has
to' be able to' restart where it left off, 11,0
matter what. And it has to restart with n't>
disadvantage to the candidate. In India,
computer labs in colleges and other loca-
tions are nat set up as "best-in-class" in-
frastructure because it does not make.
commercial sense to'the institutians. AlsO',to'
expect that 5,000 computers will wark cor-,
rectly at a given paint in time is inherently
paor planning. So, it is imperative that the
exam presentation technalogy instead is
"best -in-class" sa that it runs on virtually any
quality of infrastructure.

While technolagy is crucial, the quality,
training and response of the people who
meet and administer the exam is what finally
matters. This would mean the people who
are deployed to' do the exam are trained to
ensure pracesses are completed efficiently.
Also they should be trained to ensure any
disruptian is handled effectively with mini-
mum disturbance to the candidate.
. Thus training shauld cover variaus scena-

riO's- when a check-in desk goes down or a
biometric device staps working or the cam-
putel'the student is warking on hangs up..

Finally, an examination project is only as
goad as the praject management that gaes
into planning the exam. The praject man-
agement has to' 10'ok intO'all aspects af the
exam - cammunication with students; help-
desk; applications; schedule; question pa-
pers; exam delivery; etc. Like all goad
projects, there shauld be identified risks and
known and planned mitigatian steps.

The planning shauld take into account a
range af uncertainties - proctors reaching
exam centres late, flights getting delayed/
cancelled, trains reaching late, power aut- --

ages, and the like. Perhaps the most crucial
thing is to ensure that the project manage-
ment team is experienced in managing a
computer exam in the cauntry.

Delivering computer-based exams brings
together people, processes, infrastructure
and technology. With a rigorous project
management approach, it is passible to' de-
liver online examinations successfully.

(The writer is Co-Founderand ChiefDeliv-
ery Officer, MeritTrac Services. Email: mo-
han@merittrac.com)


